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NEW QUESTION: 1
How many checkpoints can be created for each context?
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
An integration developer opens a process application in the IBM Integration Designer (IID)
workspace. It contains a business data object CandidateData, a business process definition
(BPD) CheckCandidateData and there is no integration service or toolkit dependency
associated with this process application. Which artifacts related to the process application will
the integration developer see in advanced mode when the process application is imported in
the IID workspace? The CheckCandidateData BPD under:
A. Integration Logic, automatically generated interfaces under Interfaces, and a business object
under Data.
B. Processes, automatically generated interfaces under Interfaces, and a business object under
Data.
C. Processes, automatically generated interfaces under Interfaces, a business object under
Data, and an unimplemented integration service under Advanced Integration Services.
D. Processes and a business object under Data, and no generated interfaces.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which backup method usually resets the archive bit on the files after they have been backed

up?
A. Incremental backup method.
B. Partial backup method.
C. Tape backup method.
D. Differential backup method.
Answer: A
Explanation:
The incremental backup method usually resets the archive bit on the files after they have been
backed up.
An Incremental Backup will backup all the files that have changed since the last Full
Backup (the first time it is run after a full backup was previously completed) or after an
Incremental Backup (for the second backup and subsequent backups) and sets the archive bit
to 0. This type of backup take less time during the backup phase but it will take more time to
restore.
The other answers are all incorrect choices.
The following backup types also exists:
Full Backup - All data are backed up. The archive bit is cleared, which means that it is set to 0.
Differential Backup - Backup the files that have been modified since the last Full Backup.
The archive bit does not change. Take more time while the backup phase is performed and take
less time to restore.
Reference(s) used for this question:
KRUTZ, Ronald L. & VINES, Russel D., The CISSP Prep Guide: Mastering the Ten
Domains of Computer Security, 2001, John Wiley & Sons, Page 69.

NEW QUESTION: 4
You have a server named SQL1 that has SQL Server 2012 installed. SQL1 hosts a database
named Database1.
Database1 contains a table named Table1. Table1 is partitioned across five filegroups based on
the Date field.
The schema of Table1 is configured as shown in the following table.
Table1 contains the indexes shown in the following table.
You need to recommend an index strategy to maximize performance for the queries that
consume the indexes available to Table1.
Which type of index storage should you recommend? To answer, drag the appropriate index
storage type to the correct index in the answer area.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Index Storage Type
Designing a partitioned index independently (unaligned) of the base table can be useful in the
following cases:
- The base table has not been partitioned.
- The index key is unique and it does not contain the partitioning column of the table.
- You want the base table to participate in collocated joins with more tables using different join
columns.
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